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                        Mother stabbed to death while walking with her baby in a stroller, suspect still on the loose: police
                    

                    

                    
                        A young woman was stabbed to death while walking with her baby in Bradford, England, according to authorities.Oldham resident Kulsuma...
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                        Billy Dee Williams Says Actors Shouldn't Get In Trouble For Doing Blackface
                    

                    

                    
                        “If you’re an actor, you should do anything you want to do," Williams said during an appearance on Bill Maher's...
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                        Morgan Wallen Arrested, Charged With 3 Felonies Following Bar Incident
                    

                    

                    
                        The country singer was arrested in downtown Nashville for reckless endangerment and disorderly conduct, according to his attorney. (this story...
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                        Ukraine denies Russian claim of drone strikes on Europe’s largest nuclear plant
                    

                    

                    
                        A senior Ukrainian official has denied Russian accusations that his country’s army fired exploding drones at Europe’s largest nuclear power...
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                        These Are The Best Documentaries Available On Netflix
                    

                    

                    
                        Netflix boasts a plethora of excellent documentaries on a variety of topics, including true crime, sports, and even filmmaking. We've...
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                        Morgan Wallen Goes To Bat For Taylor Swift After Fans Boo Mid-Show Mention
                    

                    

                    
                        The country star dismissed the response after he joked about Swift's upcoming Indianapolis concerts. (this story has not been edited...
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                        Jackie Chan Shares Health Update After Fans Expressed Concern Over His Appearance
                    

                    

                    
                        The legendary actor reflected on his life and career while celebrating his 70th birthday on social media. (this story has...
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                        Blowing ‘smoke’: Mount Etna puts on a show by emitting rare rings into the sky
                    

                    

                    
                        Tourists in Italy have been treated to quite the show as Mount Etna, the largest active volcano in Europe, has...
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                        Ecuador police arrest former VP in raid at Mexican embassy, prompting diplomatic severing, outcry
                    

                    

                    
                        Mexican President Andrés Manuel López Obrador on Friday evening announced the severing of diplomatic relations with Ecuador following the arrest...
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                        Israel withdraws all ground troops from southern Gaza, leaving just one IDF brigade in the enclave
                    

                    

                    
                        The Israel Defense Forces announced a full withdrawal of ground forces from southern Gaza on Sunday, leaving a smaller force...
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									            The Second Angle (TSA) Magazine covers a broad spectrum of topics including Entertainment, Lifestyle, education, Crypto, iGaming, Technology, fashion, beauty, relationships, celebrities, wellness, travel, and food. It also features user-generated content in the form of tips, guest post, forums, polls, contests and other interactive articles.
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